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Résumé
Grâce à la puissance de calcul qu’elle apporte, la nouvelle génération de calculateurs massivement parallèles permet de réaliser sur de grandes grilles une modélisation « sans couture » de phénomènes météorologiques, mais elle demande aux modèles une grande capacité de calcul parallèle. Suite à des améliorations apportées dans ce sens au modèle MESO-NH de recherche météorologique mésoscale communautaire français, une performance de calcul dépassant 4 Téraflop/s a été obtenue avec 130 000 coeurs sur la machine du centre de calcul européen PRACE. Il s’agit d’une première en France pour un code météorologique. Une simulation haute résolution, couvrant l’Atlantique et l’Europe, du cyclone tropical Hélène et de son interaction avec une onde planétaire de moyenne latitude a également été réalisée, dont l’excellent résultat laisse espérer à terme une amélioration de la prévision du temps en Europe.

© 2010 Académie des sciences. Published by Elsevier Masson SAS. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Further to the workshop on high performance computation held on 29 June 2010 in Paris which has surveyed an exceptionally wide multidisciplinary spectrum of computational topics, the present article is restricted to presenting some recent work made in the field of atmospheric physics. The scope addresses both very large (synoptic) scales and very small...
(hectometric) ones, and so, to some extent, provides an overall view of the promising new possibilities offered by parallel high performance supercomputers for improving both meteorological weather forecasting and climate modeling.

Numerical weather prediction (NWP) models deal with a huge range of scales, from planetary waves to near-convective scales down to turbulence. So far, the computing power of these machines has led researchers to focus either on small-scale weather phenomena over a limited area or weather systems of larger size, the smaller scale processes then being coarsely represented and their impact on the dynamics of larger scale poorly studied. In particular, the current global NWP models represent the convection crudely through a parameterization while only a few regional NWP models permit the convection to be explicitly resolved. This “cloud drawback” was identified as a major uncertainty altering the predictability of weather systems.

The recent advent in France and Europe of massively parallel computers, using hundreds of thousands of cores, opens new perspectives. In France, the GEnCI (Grand équipement national de calcul intensif, Ministère de la recherche et l’enseignement supérieur, CEA, CNRS, Universités et INRIA) consortium now offers a few machines with a high standard. In Europe, the PRACE consortium gives the opportunity to run codes with performance of Piflop/s. These new computers will be sufficient to carry out, on large spatial domains (large grids), a “seamless” modeling of weather events and to study their scale interaction.

In this short article we present the recent development made for the Meso-NH model system, the French research meteorological model at mesoscale. Two examples taken from recent advances made by Toulouse University and Météo-France research groups are highlighted: (i) modeling of a meteorological weather system made over a single very large size grid stencil covering a whole continental scale domain; and (ii) extreme high resolution eddy resolving modeling of a tropical convective cloud providing further insights into the turbulent variability of a cloud. Section 2 presents the Meso-NH model and the development made to achieve a performance of a sustained 4 Tflop/s. Section 3 shows the two meteorological applications of the use of the model on large grid. Section 4 concludes with some perspectives.

2. Meso-NH System

The research model Meso-NH [1] is the mesoscale meteorological French community, jointly developed by the Laboratoire d’Aérologie (UPS/CNRS) and the GAME/CNRM (CNRS/Météo-France). It is a gridpoint limited area model based on a non-hydrostatic system of equations, to deal with the same tool for a wide range of atmospheric phenomena, from planetary waves (a few thousand kilometers) to the turbulent vortices (a few meters). It also has a complete set of equations for a physical representation of clouds and precipitation. It allows for the transport of passive tracers. Finally, the whole is coupled to models of chemistry, aerosols and atmospheric electricity. This model offers a perfect setting for any simulation of physicochemical processes in which the atmosphere is the seat.

All Meso-NH software represents about one million lines of code. Since several years, the system works on the parallel scalar machines of GEnCI and Météo-France, and recently on the first PRACE petaflop computer. However, high performance computation on these new computers has required an extension of the model parallel capabilities. Although much of the Meso-NH model is parallel since 1999 [2], it was nevertheless necessary to adapt to new computers (on issues concerning the I/O and the pressure solver). In doing so, an excellent scalability of Meso-NH has been obtained and the sustained Teraflop/s was achieved on all machines where the code has been tested (Fig. 1), showing that it can adapt to most type of machines. It has also been successfully run on the PRACE machine with grids of $2048 \times 2048 \times 128$ points (500 million points) and exceed the sustained 4 Teraflop/s using 130 000 of the 300 000 available cores. This is the first time that such computing power is reached for a meteorological research code on a supercomputer in Europe.

3. Applications

3.1. Transition of a Tropical Cyclone

The first scientific application using the modified Meso-NH focused on the case of the extratropical transition of the tropical cyclone Helene in the North Atlantic in September 2006 [3]. The interaction of a tropical cyclone with a planetary wave (a midlatitude Rossby wave) is poorly addressed by current NWP models, in part because of the relatively coarse horizontal mesh (20 km). The relative low resolution allows only an approximate representation of cloud processes, a so-called convective parameterization, which can lead to poor weather forecasts in Europe.

Instead, we run Meso-NH with a much finer spatial resolution (4 km) on a grid of $3072 \times 1920 \times 72$ points (425 million points). At that resolution the vertical velocity of air masses and thus clouds is explicitly calculated resulting in well resolved cloud systems. This is shown in Fig. 2 with values of upper tropospheric humidity larger than 80% associated with clouds (see [6] for more details on upper tropospheric humidity). A good match was obtained between observation and simulation, both over the full domain and in the vicinity of the cyclone. The deepening of the cyclone Helene (minimum of the mean sea level pressure) was also correctly predicted when compared with analysis from a global model (weather analysis of in situ and satellite observations).

3.2. Deep Convection

The second scientific application addresses the modeling of stratospheric water vapor, an important driver of decadal global surface climate change. The main source of water vapor is provided by troposphere–stratosphere exchanges in the
tropics. The mechanisms of exchange remain debated, between slow transport at large scale through the maritime continent and fast convective transport above the continents. A difficulty to estimate the contribution of deep convection to the stratospheric water vapor budget comes from the sensitivity of the representation of deep convective clouds with the horizontal grid spacing. At least a few hundred meters are required to simulate direct intrusions of convective plumes into the stratosphere [4]. However, the results become more robust using a higher resolution, with a grid spacing of 100 to 200 m.

The impact of a higher resolution on the representation of deep convection is illustrated for the Hector thunderstorm [5], located almost every day over the Tiwi Islands, north of Darwin, Australia during the pre-wet season. Fig. 3 shows 3-dimensional views of Hector photographed from Darwin and obtained from two MESO-NH simulations. These simulations share the same vertical resolution of 150 m with 200 gridpoints over the vertical. On the upper right panel the simulation uses a 2.5 km resolution over 288 × 256 gridpoints, on the lower right panel the other is performed with a 208 m grid spacing over 862 × 430 gridpoints. The latter offers a qualitatively more realistic view of the Hector cloud as compared with the photographic observation.

In particular, a potentially significant difference between the two runs is found in the small scale structure at the cloud top. The 2.5 km resolution simulation displays a smooth upper interface separating the saturated cloud and the overlying stratospheric dry air. By contrast, the 208 m resolution simulation shows a more corrugated cloud top, increasing the surface offered to exchange water vapor between the cloud and the lower stratosphere. A quantitative study of the relevance of this difference for the cloud top detrainment is under way.

4. Conclusion and outlooks

The high performance of the MESO-NH code demonstrates its capability of being employed using several thousand processors on the existing parallel machines. This allows us to address new issues on meteorology. Two particular applications were shown, one concerning the interaction between convective and synoptic scales, and the other focusing on the sensi-

---

**Fig. 1.** Performance of MESO-NH in scalability: average sustained power (expressed in gigaflops) depending on the number of cores obtained by MESO-NH on different machines and for a grid of 2048 × 2048 × 128 points (500 million points). The types of machines on which MESO-NH was run: IBM Blue Gene/P (Babel at IDRIS and Jugene at PRACE), SGI-Ice Xeon (Jade at CINES) and SGI-Ice Nehalem (Hyperion at CALMIP).

**Fig. 1.** Performance de MESO-NH en scalabilité : puissance soutenue moyenne (exprimée en GigaFlops) en fonction du nombre de coeurs obtenue par MESO-NH sur différentes machines et pour une grille de 2048 × 2048 × 128 points (500 millions de points). Les types de machines sur lesquelles MESO-NH a tourné sont : IBM Blue Gene/P (Babel à l'IDRIS et Jugene à PRACE), SGI-Ice Xeon (Jade au CINES) et SGI-Ice Nehalem (Hyperion au CALMIP).
Fig. 2. Meso-NH simulation (top) and meteorological analysis of satellite observations (bottom) on the entire domain of simulation (left) and zoomed in on Hurricane Helene (right) on September 24, 2006 at 0600 UTC. The colors represent the moisture of the upper troposphere, high humidity (in white) indicating the presence of cloud cover. The lines are isobars (mean pressure at sea level). Meso-NH simulation run with 4096 cores on a grid of 413 million points and has generated 134 GB of files per output on the Jade machine of GENCI.

Fig. 2. Simulation Meso-NH (en haut) et analyse météorologique des observations satellitaires (en bas) sur le domaine entier de simulation (à gauche) et zoomé sur le cyclone Hélène (à droite) pour le 24 septembre 2006 à 0600 UTC. Les couleurs représentent l’humidité de la haute troposphère, la très forte humidité (en blanc) indiquant la présence d’une couverture nuageuse. Les lignes sont des isobares (pression au niveau de la mer). La simulation Meso-NH a tourné avec 4096 coeurs sur une grille de 413 millions de points et a généré 134 Go de fichiers par échéance sur la machine Jade du GENCI.

tivity of deep convection representation to the grid spacing. The upcoming petaflop computer capabilities will enlarge the current perspectives. For example, the interaction of convection with synoptic scales will be studied over large domains, like a hemisphere for limited-area models or at global scale. The weather predictability at convective scales will be easily achieved in a probabilistic perspective by running large ensembles of simulations starting from perturbed initial conditions. Running the model with a large number of variables (bin cloud model, chemistry) will be also more common. Further work is however needed to prepare the code to petaflop machines.
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